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Sherri Harter
Interim VP of Advancement
Previous: Ben Sells

Sherri Harter is the interim vice president of
advancement at Taylor, succeeding Ben Sells,
who resigned his position to become vice president of Avis Industrial Corporation.
Harter worked at the former Ft. Wayne
campus for a number of years, then moved
to the Upland campus in 2008 as executive director of development. She worked
with Sells for several years, which gave her
a broad perspective on advancement and
how it impacts the University.
“I believe in Christian higher education
and I believe in making this experience at
Taylor affordable for these students who
want to come here,” Harter said. “I’m here
for the students, and what I do directly impacts the students.”
Previously, she has raised funds for buildings, scholarships and other special projects.
Her previous project was campaigning for the
LaRita Student Center.
She said her position is interim because of
the upcoming presidential transition. As Lowell Haines enters into his new position as president of Taylor, Harter anticipates he will share
his input and search for a more permanent
vice president of advancement.
Harter affirmed the advancement staff ’s
work and accomplishments and said she
doesn’t anticipate making any drastic changes to the advancement program.
“I’ve had a long career in the area of advancement, and it’s just neat how the Lord
gives opportunities through the years and
through growth that prepares you for the
next step,” Harter said. “My first position was
staff writer . . . (and) each added responsibility and each new position has prepared me
for where I’m at.”
echo@taylor.edu

Lowell & Sherry Haines
President and First Lady
Previous: Eugene & Marylou Habecker

The search is finally over.
After months of exhaustive research,
painstaking interviews and meticulous resume perusals, the Taylor Board of Trustees has announced that P. Lowell Haines
will be taking over as president-elect of
the university.
Haines replaces current president Eugene
Habecker, who announced his retirement
last May. Haines will begin his presidency
on June 1, 2016.
The university is a second home for
Haines, a 1975 Taylor graduate. He spent his
first 10 professional years at Taylor, serving
as residence hall director (1977–1980), director of student programs (1980–83), dean
of students (1983–85) and vice president for
student development (1985–97).
After leaving his role as vice president for
student development, Haines moved on to
Faegre Baker Daniels, a large law firm in Indianapolis, for 25 years. For 17 of those years,
he served as a partner. He worked with
non-profit companies and also served as a
legal representative for several colleges and
universities. In his time with Faegre Baker
Daniels, Haines assisted in tax exemptions
for churches and faith-based organizations,
along with other non-profit businesses.
While at Faegre Baker Daniels, Haines
has served on the Taylor Board of Trustees
since 2002.
Haines’s wife, Sherry, is a 1976 Taylor graduate and has spent the past 35 years as an
art teacher. Most recently, she taught at Cathedral High School in Indianapolis.
“It is a wonderful privilege to return to
Taylor University,” Haines said. “Sherry and I
met on this campus, spent the early years of
our marriage here, and were grateful when
our daughter decided to attend Taylor . . . .
We are deeply grateful to the Board of Trustees for the trust they have placed in us and

are looking forward to getting to work in the
days to come.”
The search process was not an easy one.
As reported by board member Mark Taylor, Haines was selected from a group of
176 prospects. Those prospects were narrowed down to 47 formal applications. After
evaluation, the board, with assistance from
executive search firm Carter Baldwin, narrowed the field to 10 candidates, including
two women and one person of color. After a
few more interviews, they further narrowed
it down to five finalists.
On Dec. 5, the board accepted the nomination of Haines. Before formally offering
him the position, however, they did extensive questioning and background checks on
their selected candidate.
“As a board, we sought a candidate who
combined exemplary experience in higher
education and a belief in the mission of Taylor University with a strong desire to impact
the next generation of student leaders,” said
Wellington Chiu, Taylor’s chairman of the
board. “Working with Lowell on the board
has given all of us the opportunity to recognize his gifts and passion. We believe he not
only will be able to lead Taylor University in
an exceptional way, but he will also provide
an important link and continuity to the outstanding accomplishments of Dr. Habecker.”
President Habecker and Marylou will continue as president and first lady until the end
of the academic year. The change is a big
move for Taylor; many students seem excited.
“He seems like a really down-to-earth guy,”
said freshman Bryson Shelor. “He seems like
a positive influence. As a graduate of Taylor,
he knows what’s going on around here. He
seems personable and approachable.”
More details about Haines’s hiring can be
found on taylor.edu.
echo@taylor.edu

Andrew Draper
Director of the Honors Guild
Previous: Scott Moeschberger

Andrew Draper succeeded Scott Moeschberger as director of the Honors Guild on Feb. 1.
Scott Moeschberger now directs Taylor’s Orphans and Vulnerable Children program.
Draper is a visiting assistant professor of
theology in the Bible department and plans
to continue teaching as he assumes his new
position as Honors Guild director.
He earned his PhD in theological ethics
from the University of Aberdeen in Scotland.
That, alongside his experience as an assistant professor, has prepared him to take on
a role with more diverse responsibilities.
“I found that (the new position) dovetailed
with my interests perfectly,” Draper said. “I
enjoy taking an interdisciplinary focus, so
students aren’t just stuck in one disciplinary
silo, but they can think about ethical issues
and social issues and how those relate to
their Christian commitments.”
Draper said he is looking forward to designing Honors courses that engage multiple
subjects on deeper levels and combine contemporary issues with real life situations. He
hopes to help students consider their own
theology and how they live out that theology.
The Honors minor requires 18 hours, and
Draper’s role involves recruiting professors and organizing curriculum for each of
the classes.
Draper commended the Honors Guild
Advisory Council and Scott and Jennifer
Moeschberger for the foundation they’ve
laid for the program.
“I and the Honors Advisory Council have
some new ideas about where we could take
things, but we don’t want to dramatically change something that’s working well,”
Draper said.
echo@taylor.edu
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Lessons from the past, hope for the future
Grant County celebrates the
life of Martin Luther King, Jr.
Cassidy Grom
News Co-Editor

Over MLK Day weekend, Taylor University and IWU hosted several events
for community members and students. The events were designed to
commemorate and contemplate the
dream of one of the nation’s most
prominent activists.
The events came at a key time as
communities discuss racial reconciliation and many college students
support the Black Lives Matter
movement.
Taylor’s Black Student Union President Chavandra Clark hopes the conversations started on MLK Day will
continue through February, which is
known as Black History Month.
“I don’t hear many people at Taylor talk about (the Black Lives Matter movement) at all,” she said. “They
want to ignore the issues in the world
and act like everything is all peaches and cream, but it isn’t. I feel like
(Black Lives Matter) can be a continuation to what MLK has started.”
During MLK Day weekend, IWU

hosted a chapel and “Living the
Dream” concert on the 15th and Taylor University followed with a chapel service and workshop series on
the 18th.
At his workshop, Tom Jones, chair
of the history department at Taylor,
covered a topic close to home. He
talked about Weaver, a former community in Grant County that was primarily African American.
“It is very important (to talk about
Weaver) because there is often no
memory of this specific African American community that played a huge
role in Grant County’s history,” Jones
said. “It was a thriving community;
many of Grant County’s most important social, political and business leaders came from it.”
Taylor students did not have classes during MLK Day, and many chose
to instead attend Jones’s workshop
or other speakers’ sessions on racial
justice, civil disobedience and racial
identity development throughout the
afternoon. Earlier in the day, Efrem
Smith, President and CEO of World
Impact, spoke in Taylor’s Rediger
Chapel. Smith discussed issues concerning diversity and reconciliation
in the Church.

IWU celebrated the legacy of MLK with a worship service.

Both universities’ events were open
to the public, and community members were encouraged to attend. Diane McDaniel, IWU Vice President for
Multicultural Enrichment, said the
services were meant to bring people
together from all walks of life.
“IWU is an internal community,”
said McDaniel, “but our goal is to become one with the community.”
McDaniel’s goals were realized Friday afternoon as Rodnie Bryant, an
Indianapolis-based gospel director,

led a choir of over 100 singers for
IWU’s “Living the Dream” concert.
Young dancers from Marion’s Faith in
Motion Christian School of Dance impressed the crowd and singers from
Broad Ripple Magnet High School for
the Arts and Humanities joined IWU
students and community members
on stage singing a mix of hymns and
contemporary songs. The audience
tapped their feet and sang along to
the lively tunes such as “When the
Battle’s Over,” “Let Everything That

No-fly, no-hover zone
Hoverboard and
drone policy ban
Annabelle Blair
Staff Writer

Photograph provided by Andrew Brueck

Hoverboard riders like sophomore
Andrew Brueck have to leave
their hoverboards at home.

Nathan Shelton received a hoverboard for Christmas, but the junior
can no longer use it to roll around
campus. As of Jan. 15, the business
administration and student development departments banned the
use, possession or storage of hoverboards and drones at Taylor. Authorities cite privacy and safety concerns
in their bans.
Shelton questioned why Taylor administration waited until after the
holiday season to announce the ban,
considering that high-end models
cost around $300.
An email announcement required hoverboards be removed
from campus, giving no indication they’d be permitted back. The

self-balancing scooters are undergoing investigation by the Consumer Product Safety Commission
after devices caught on fire during
use and while charging.
Although cheaper brands of these
devices appear responsible for a majority of incidents, there are no clear
answers about the defects.
“As far as what I think of (the)
ban , the word ‘unwarranted’
comes to mind,” Shelton said. “I’ve
read several articles about hoverboards and the research that’s
been done; there hasn’t been much
saying ‘don’t use them’ or ‘ ban
them.’ It seems kind of out-of-leftfield that they would say, ‘you can’t
have them.’”
Shelton suggests finding solutions, such as distinct places to
charge the boards, that will be
both safe and accommodating
for everyone.
“I absolutely understand they’re

doing this in the best interest of human beings and the campus at large,”
Shelton said. “I’ll respect their rule
because of that, but I think it could
be monitored.”
Drones are banned with the exception of use inside a controlled laboratory environment, outside with
pre-authorization from the vice president of business administration or
as part of a sanctioned club.
Junior mechanical engineering major Daniel Luke worked on Taylor’s
summer satellite program. Although
not directly involved with drone projects, he recognizes potential legal issues with drones.
“Those who know about them and
want to use or try drones should be
able to work with the new technology,” he said. “I feel like it’d be better to cultivate ingenuity with new
technology in a safe and directed
manner—but still allowing that innovation to happen.”

Photograph provided by IWU

Has Breath” and “Awesome God.”
Bryant wanted the concert to
convey a message of hope and encouragement, with an emphasis on
serving others.
“I think many people after last
year—we had so many things going
on in the country—(they) were looking for answers,” Bryant said.
Taylor has hosted a MLK Day celebration for over 20 years and this year
was IWU’s third.
echo@taylor.edu
Luke suggested Taylor find alternatives that are less extreme and more
conducive to technological growth
and exploration.
“I don’t think the decision they
made was the most beneficial for
administration-student relations,”
he said.
Ronald Sutherland, vice president
of business administration, stated in
an email that Taylor followed policies consistent with insurance recommendations and the procedures
of other colleges.
“Due to the growing possibility of these items being on campus, we felt it better to be ahead
of the curve than responding to
any one specific use or situation,”
Sutherland said. “Some may lose
the ability to use something they
own on campus, but this seems to
be limited in number and offset by
concerns over safety for all of our
students and staff.”
Sophomore Andrew Brueck has
had a Segway device since his first
month at school and questions the
hoverboard ban on campus.
echo@taylor.edu

Too close for comfort
Turkey trip cancelled after
recent bombing in Istanbul
Grace Hooley
Contributor

Professor Michael Harbin faced his
class of heavy-hearted students this
J-term and began to pray. Instead
of praying for safe travels to Turkey,
however, he prayed for the families of
the 10 people killed during an attack
in Istanbul hours earlier.
The Historic Christian Belief
course and trip, “Revelation: Seven
Councils and Seven Cities,” to Istanbul, Ephesus, Philadelphia, Sardis,
Smyrna, Laodicea, Pergamum and
several of the early monastic sites in
Cappadocia, Turkey, was cancelled
after a bomb killed ten German tourists in Sultanahmet Square on Jan.
12. The Taylor trip would have flown
into Istanbul on Thursday, Jan. 14,
and they would have visited Sultanahmet Square in the days after
landing in Turkey.
Adam Frasz, a sophomore in the
class, first heard about the news while

with a friend at Starbucks. “We were
greatly affected by it, unfortunately
having to cancel the trip, but we are
also relieved that the bombing didn’t
occur while we were there and that
we are safe,” Frasz said.
The day of the bombing, Harbin
emailed the students with information and then elaborated in class.
During class time, students and Harbin decided to lift up the Turkish people in prayer.
“My heart broke for those ten people who lost their lives,” Frasz said.
The team was going to travel and
visit the seven cities mentioned in the
New Testament book of Revelation.
In class, students had been working
on doctrinal development, and one of
their last lectures was about the development of Islam as well as the end
times from the book of Revelation.
Before the attack, Harbin had been
working very hard with the touring
agency to make sure that all safety
precautions were taken.
Student safety is a high priority for
Taylor University regarding international and domestic trips. Harbin

The “Revelation” trip group would have visited sites with Biblical significance in Turkey.

believes that he and Campus Safety can make it easier for students
to travel.
“We have been tweaking this aspect
of student safety as we see the world
change,” Harbin said. “This isn’t the

safe world we used to think it was. We
don’t want to reach a situation where
we say that we can’t travel.”
After the on-campus classes ended, students went back home during
the time they would have been on

Photograph by Christene East

the trip. They received credit for the
class, and will be given the option to
go to Turkey next January barring
safety concerns. Harbin plans on the
trip happening next year, but will be
looking at different ways to set it up.
Frasz plans on going, and hopes the
country will become peaceful and stable in time.
“This event allowed me to have a
session of prayer with my friends at
Starbucks and also allowed me to
have a huge prayer that night and just
be able to say that ‘God, even though
I may never understand why bad
things happen in this world, if you are
a good God, I nevertheless still trust
in you,’” Frasz said.
echo@taylor.edu
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On the flip side
Student teachers return
from a semester spent
in the real world
Gracie Fairfax
Features Editor

Most college seniors spend time scrolling through LinkedIn and dreaming
about their ideal real-world career. After a tiring job search, they close their
laptops and find some friends to join
them in bouts of procrastination.
But for some college seniors, the
real world was last semester’s reality.
Many student teachers begin their
first placements as early as the end
of July, arriving before most Taylor
students. Once in student teaching
mode, the amount of free time for
hanging out with friends and attending campus events is slim.
Each student teacher has two
placements over the course of the
semester. During the second half,
students have the option of going
abroad or teaching outside Indiana.
For senior Kelly Wildman, an elementary education major, the second half of the semester took her to
Wuxi, China, to teach 5th grade at
the International School of Wuxi.
Wildman’s workday, in China,
started as early as 7 a.m. so she
could attend meetings and prepare
for classes, which began at 8:45 a.m.
She spent the first half of the semester in a kindergarten/first grade
split class at Westview Elementary in
Jonesboro, Indiana. Her overall student teaching experience allowed
her to be exposed to two incredibly

different teaching environments.
Since she taught at an international school in China, Chinese students were only allowed to attend if
they held foreign passports. The majority of her students in China were
Koreans learning English. The atmosphere of the school also differed,
since her Jonesboro placement was
in a public school, while her Wuxi
placement was in a Christian school.
Wildman chuckled at how many
differences there were.
“The only similar thing is that I
was teaching,” Wildman said.
Senior Joel Biere, a social studies education major, spent his first
placement at Marion High School in
Marion, Indiana. His second placement took him to the American
School of Yaoundé, located in the
capital city of the West-Central African nation of Cameroon.
In Marion, Biere’s day lasted from 7
a.m. to 11 p.m., including time spent
grading, planning and making parent phone calls.
In total, Biere had 180 students at
Marion High School between three
AP U.S. History classes and two freshmen classes.
Since he taught three different
classes in Marion, he needed three
unique lesson plans each day, in addition to various writeups due to the
education department at Taylor.
In Cameroon, there was a focus on
service learning and on doing good
without mentioning God.
While teaching philosophy classes
in Yaoundé, Biere was asked about

his faith.
“I did share my faith, but was met
with a lot of resistance,” Biere said. “It
was kind of where I felt content coming into real life, using the arguments
and defending the faith. It’s not intellectual suicide to believe in God.”
Biere felt that the school in
Yaoundé was much more learner-friendly than the school in Marion. However, he found himself
interested in returning to both an
overseas and an urban environment.
While he loves teaching, some
days posed challenges as he failed
to see a reward for his efforts.
“You kind of expect to see improvement in some of your kids and
sometimes you don’t,” Biere said.
“Sometimes it feels like everything
you’re doing is worthless.”
Senior elementary education student Katie DeHaan spent the first
half of fall semester at Southside Elementary in Hartford City and the
second half at Los Angeles Christian
School in Los Angeles, California.
As a member of the track team,
DeHaan left Southside around 4 p.m.
and went straight to her track practice at Taylor.
Many student teachers struggle to
feel connected to the Taylor community while teaching, but being on the
track team helped DeHaan feel more
connected than most.
In L.A., DeHaan enjoyed smaller
class sizes and adjusted to a different demographic.
“I was in a Hispanic neighborhood
so all of my students were Spanish

Photograph provided by Kelly Wildman

Kelly Wildman (R) poses with the girls from her class on International Day, during which
they dressed in traditional clothing and performed a song and dance from New Zealand.

speakers, so that really affected the
dynamics in the classroom as far as
reading comprehension and vocabulary,” DeHaan said.
Another difference was that the
school in L.A. was a Christian school,
which DeHaan noted had a very different feel from Southside, a public school.
“The school itself was a lot more
family-oriented, which was really cool to see parent involvement,”
DeHaan said. “A lot of parents had
to volunteer in order to pay off their
student’s tuition.”
One of the highlights for DeHaan
was the day before Thanksgiving
break when some of the moms prepared a Thanksgiving feast for the
students that lasted about two hours
in the afternoon.
As the student teachers readjust to
life on campus, they bring with them
many lessons and fresh perspectives.
One thing Wildman realized was
the importance of seeing things from
the students’ perspective.

“I expected them to know more
than they knew in terms of English,”
Wildman said. “That was something
I had to keep in mind—that they’re
not only learning new content, but
they’re listening to a second language all day so it’s just really tiring
for them. I wish I knew more about
what to do in those situations, hence
wishing I had taken more TESOL
(Teaching English as a Second Language) classes.”
Biere learned about the impact of
his personal decisions on his students.
“As a student you can kind of go to
bed knowing that tomorrow, whatever decision you make only really
affects you,” Biere said. “As a teacher, every decision you make affects
180 students.”
As the student teachers return to
their roles on campus for one final
semester, they have newfound appreciation for their professors as
they look forward to, once again,
being on the flip side.
echo@taylor.edu
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Wheaton brings together faculty and students
from around the world. Through the modular M.A.
in Intercultural Studies, you will train with our
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Collection of Taylor’s
ministry experiences abroad

Compiled by Sarah Davis
Life & Times Co-Editor

Ethiopia

Photograph provided by Michael Snyder

Brian Ballinger (senior) spreads contagious excitement.

Photograph provided by Michael Snyder

The team, along with some of the Ethiopian
students, flashes happy smiles by a huge tree.

“Our team had the amazing opportunity to teach kindergarten
through third grade kids in Ethiopia the English language. It was
such a joy to be able to give the young Ethiopian children the foundational English they need to eventually get accepted to a local university. I think I can speak for the rest of my team and say that it was
such a rewarding feeling once we saw our students learn and remember what we taught every day. It was especially fun to watch one of
our team members get absolutely swarmed by at least fifty children
asking their name incessantly at the end of class. In our free time
we were trusted enough by the gardeners to plant four whole fields
of sweet potatoes, which proved to be a great team bonding experience, as we all got burned by the sun and formed blisters on our
palms together. God kept us safe through many health issues, and
our times together sharing devotions and worshipping were definitely the highlights of my time in Ethiopia. Thank you all for your
prayers and support.”
–Michael Snyder, Junior

Paraguay

“Over the month of January, the Paraguay team partnered with LETRA-Paraguay, a Wycliffe based organization working to translate the Bible into indigenous
languages. We spent our first week in Asunción, the
capital of Paraguay, and assisted LETRA with cleaning
and clearing properties that will be used to support
their ministry, including the building site for their future headquarters. The following two weeks we stayed
in Loma Plata, a German Mennonite settlement in the
Chaco region of Paraguay. While there, we spent time
with Lucho Pinto, a Bible translator working to bring
the Toba Maskoy people the New Testament, as well as
his wife, Mariana, and their four children. We helped the
Pinto family with projects in their yard, enjoyed many
hours eating meals in their home coupled with good
conversation and learned about Bible translation. On a
few occasions we had the opportunity to go with Lucho
to visit the Toba Maskoy, where we enjoyed playing with
many of the children and even camped out one night.”
–Chris Jordan, Senior

Photograph provided by Hannah Guske

Photograph provided by Hannah Guske

Ben Rupert (sophomore), Chris Jordan (senior), Abram Stamper (junior)
and Evan Miyakawa (junior) smile with new friends after a soccer game.

Brooklin Young (senior), Chris Jordan (senior) and
Emily Sumney (sophomore) get dancy in Paraguay.

Poland

Photograph provided by Beth Gregory

The whole team grins in front of the Wawel Cathedral in Krakow.

Photograph provided by Beth Gregory

“Our team had the wonderful opportunity of seeing how God is working in Poland, how the church
is growing, and helping build relationships between
the local church and those we met. We mainly did
this by teaching English in schools; we were able to
go to 6 different schools and meet around 600 people. When not in the classroom, we learned about the
Polish culture by going to museums, visiting homes,
wandering around towns, eating their food, learning some cultural dances and meeting with many
different church leaders around the country. There
was so much more to our trip, so please ask any of
us and we would love to tell you all about it and how
you can join us in prayer for Poland!”
– Beth Gregory, Junior

Chin Ai Oh (sophomore) and Matt Thornburg
(junior) Jewish folk dancing at a church in Poland.

Southeast Asia

“Our team had the privilege of staying with
families on three different sea tribe islands
in Southeast Asia. We focused on developing
relationships with our host families and having meaningful conversations with them over
mealtimes. From playing volleyball, to learning traditional ceremonial dances, to eating
lots of food, we had such a great time living
life with the people of SE Asia. We feel so blessed to have been able to learn from and minister to them.”
–Olivia McCash, Junior

Photograph provided by Courtney Feagans

Courtney Feagans (junior), Camila Chiang (senior) and Gloria Talbot
(sophomore) eat a traditional meal with women from the island.

Photograph provided by Courtney Feagans

Olson hall director Lisa Barber joins the fun with children in the village.

Spain

Photograph provided by Nicole Arpin

Kate Meadors (senior), Sarah Smith (junior), Krissy White (junior) and
Maddie Gold (junior) being so candid with their Spanish Sprite.

Photograph provided by Nicole Arpin

Members of the Spain team show off their effortlessly good looks.

“Our team lived in Donostia, a city in the Basque
region of Spain. We spent four hours every morning taking Contemporary Christian Belief with Dr.
Seeman, and then applying the things we’d learned
in conversations with our Basque friends every afternoon. Some days, we hung out with other college
kids in our residence hall, discussing the differences
between eating habits and sports and attitudes toward God (among other things). Other days, we took
windy roads along the coast to visit international
workers living in little fishing villages nearby. We met
their friends, fixed their computers, did yard work
and remodeled apartments—all the while engaging
in conversations about Christ.”
- Nicole Arpin, Junior

From theatre productions to famous Taylor
traditions, be sure to devote a place to
these can’t-miss events on your calendar.
Six good things

February 5, 2016

Grandma Gracie
How to overcome syllabus
shock and prepare for
the new semester
Gracie Fairfax
Features Editor

J-term is over, and it’s time to usher in a new semester. As the papers
pile up and responsibilities resume,
Grandma’s home cooking feels very
far away. I’ve just returned from a
tropical vacation, perhaps like some
of you. But it’s time to wake up, look
at the snow and do something. Here
are some steps to help overcome the
shock and get back in the swing of
things.

Step 1: Confront the issue
Like every struggle in life, confronting the problem is the first
step. I suggest you begin by admitting that syllabus shock is real. After that, you can file those painful
papers into a nice folder that you
will refer to only when you have that
gut-wrenching feeling that you’re
forgetting something. I’ve realized
that the older you get, the more you
forget—and that’s fine. That’s what
planners are for.
Step 2: Forget the issue
Once you’ve filed those papers
in the abyss, play some party music—maybe something like “YMCA”
or “Dancing Queen.” Those are just

some of the classics Frank Sinatra
sang at my wedding.

Step 3: Procrastibake
If confronting the issue or forgetting the issue isn’t working for you,
refocus your attention. In one of my
previous columns, I suggested procrastibaking. Food is good for the soul
and baking feels productive. Whatever you have on your plate this semester, freshly baked cookies are always
more appetizing.
Step 4: Rent a dog
Dogs are so useful. I use mine as a
garbage disposal, house alarm, therapist and fertilizer. Whether your
needs include one or all of those functions, a dog is never a bad idea—unless you have allergies. Even then,
watery eyes and a runny nose might
be worth some cuddles with a furry friend.
Step 5: Complain to a stranger
Strangers are always the best people to dump your sorrows on. They
have an objective perspective, they
don’t gossip about you and they’ll
never tell you how much they hate listening to you vent. It’s also effective
to spread the wealth of complaints
around so no one person gets all the
fun. This strategy helped me make
it through tornadoes and the loss of
jobs and furry friends.

Step 6: Plan for spring break
Sometimes the best way to overcome a stressful semester is to plan
something to look forward to. It’s
easier to work hard when you’re
looking forward to a 20 hour road
trip, mom making your favorite pie
or seeing Jimmy Fallon’s show in
person. I can’t think of anything that
would be better, so I’ll stop there.
Step 7: Give your friend a corn dog
because they’re your friend
I stole this one from a good acquaintance of mine called “Kid President.” Personally, he makes me feel
better about life than the real president. Sometimes life is hard and
your friend needs a corn dog. While
I think corn dogs are kind of gross, it
is a nice gesture, and everyone needs
a sausage coated in bread every once
in awhile.
Whether the semester ahead is
bearable or downright overwhelming,
take heart: puppies, rainbows, oceans
and corn dogs are all still very real—
whether or not they seem impossibly
distant right now.

echo@taylor.edu

Six good things
This semester’s mustattend events

Lindsay Robinson
Life & Times Co-Editor

Syllabus shock may be overwhelming, but these five upcoming events
are sure to brighten your outlook on
this semester. From theatre productions to famous Taylor traditions, be
sure to devote a place to these can’tmiss events on your calendar.

1. Spiritual Renewal: February 15–17
Ron Johnson, Jr., a senior pastor at
Living Stones Church in Crown Point,
Indiana, is leading the chapel and evening sessions for this week. Johnson
passion is to see pastors take active
leadership roles in their communities. Along with his pastoral duties,
he leads the Indiana Pastors Alliance
where pastors, churches and Christian organizations come together to
advance the cause of faith, family and
freedom throughout Indiana.
2. Social Justice Week: February 29–
March 3
Social Justice Week is dedicated to
conversations about global and local

justice as it relates to Taylor students.
This year’s theme, “In their Shoes,” focuses on seeing the world from the
perspectives of others. Discussions
topics include the refugee crisis and
food and clothing sourcing. Kelsey
Timmerman, author of “Where am I
Eating?” and “What am I Wearing?”
will be a guest speaker. The week
also includes Timmerman speaking
in chapel, a refugee simulation and a
clothing swap.

an updated chapel and more time for
performers to prepare is sure to make
this night as unforgettable as ever.

5. Youth Conference: April 22–24
This weekend, high school students will take over campus, so this

Advice for a new semester from your old grandma.

event will be hard to miss. Whether
you decide to be a small group leader, host a student or attend a session,
Youth Conference is a great way to
minister to high school students.
This can be as simple as offering a
friendly smile as conference groups
pass by.

6. Theatre production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream: April 29–May 1
& May 6–8
A romantic comedy for all ages, this

3. Nostalgia Night: March 12
This event brings some old tunes
to Taylor’s newest building. Student
Activities Council (SAC) took a vote
to decide what the Taylor community wanted for the first major student
production in the new chapel, and
tradition won out. With better acoustics and technology, this might just be
the best Nostalgia Night yet. Students
can sign up for tryout slots in the DC.
Tryouts are Feb. 17–18.
4. Airband: April 2
Feel like something was missing from
your life at Taylor last fall? It was Airband. This popular event, usually held
in October, was postponed due to construction on the new student union. But
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re-imagining of Shakespeare’s classic
is sure to be full of magic. Four whimsical stories weave together, involving
forests, fairies, singing donkeys and love
potions. Keep an eye out for tickets, as
this is one show you won’t want to miss.
echo@taylor.edu

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
KT @
 KatieTupper15
“I need consistency in my
life. Thank you DC queso
for providing for my needs.”
#lunchconversations #tayloru

Peyton Nill @
 peytonnill
“We’re Taylor! We don’t drink and
party, we dress up as coal miners
from District 12!” @breckydoo
#towergames #tayloru

Alumni Malinda Hall lip syncs in Airband 2013.

Photograph from Echo Archives

Kelli Jean Collins @Kelli_Jean_
Only at the DC are chicken salad
& swiss chicken casserole the
exact same thing at different
temperatures #allaboutimage
#marketing #tayloru
Audrey Estelle @
 aud_estelle
You’ve gotta assume any car
parked backward in the Reade
parking lot is a student who
knows he isn’t supposed to park
there #tayloru
Joe Bialas @joe_bialas
Seniors keep saying this is their
last 1st day of school. Being a
future teacher I think about how
many 1st days I have left #tayloru
Brecken Mumford @
 breckydoo
Sometimes, your speedometer
breaks. Sometimes, it breaks
when you’re in the middle of
nowhere coming back to school.
#tayloru #breckenprobs
Claire Fisk @
 clfisk
When your roommate knocks on
the window to let her into English
Hall and you both get locked out...
Campus security to the rescue!
#tayloru

@lexisinclair97: District 239 representing. #tigrisvsthecapitol
#rooms #youburnwithus #towergames #tayloru #fierce

@h.h.p.o.e: Group 2 wrapped the class up! Thanks to the Lord for
giving me such precious brothers and sisters during J-term for
world literature with Muchiri. Could not have done it without
you all. (Having to wake up early for class at 8am and struggling
with the coldness of the plain) #tayloru #jterm2016

Anna Cummings @
 laughingbanAnna
“Do your Reeses’ Puffs ever stick
to the bottom of your cup? No? I
guess that’s just a me problem” @katyericson19 #TaylorU

A&E

I know what you’re thinking and, no, I’m not
above making a Harry Poot-er reference.
Sundance standouts

TheEchoNews.com

Senior Evan Koons performs a
monologue for his character.
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The cast of “Working” will perform this weekend at the Butz-Carruth Recital Hall.

The movers and shakers
Lyric Theatre’s spring
production hits the stage
Austin Lindner
A&E Editor

The Butz-Carruth Recital Hall stage
is set for the stories that often go unheard. This weekend’s performance
of the musical “Working” is not about
the stars that glide through headlines or the names we read in history
books. This musical is about ordinary
people, the men and women who often fall between the cracks.
Their words, hopes and dreams
hang from floor to ceiling on the
walls of the Recital Hall, ready to be
voiced by the cast.
“Working” is written by Stephen
Schwartz, based off the Studs Terkel
book, “Working: People Talk About

What They Do All Day and How They
Feel About What They Do.” Pulling
excerpts from this book, the musical
features verbatim monologues taken from interviews with real workers
across America in the 1970s.
While the music matches the upbeat Broadway stylings of Schwartz’s
other works, such as “Wicked” and
“Godspell,” it is the source material of
this musical that sets it apart.
“Working is a different kind of musical because there’s no cohesive plot,”
said senior cast member Josh Duch.
“It’s more like a commentary on the
American working class, from white
collar to blue collar to every collar in
between. The characters were real
people and their stories are being
brought to light.”
Taylor Lyric Theatre’s production of
“Working” has been in the works since

October, when the show was cast and
the students began learning the music. After memorizing most of the music by Christmas break, the cast of 20
students and faculty members devoted all of J-term to learning choreography and blocking, meeting most days
over the term.
“The rehearsal schedule has been
crazy busy, but only because we had
such a short amount of time to complete all of the staging and leave room
for the characters to develop,” said
sophomore cast member and properties master Erin Davis. “It’s astounding what you can do in only a month
if you work hard.”
The show is directed by Conor Angell, assistant professor of music and
head of Lyric Theatre. Junior Conner
Reagan served as technical director
with alumnus Sara Bailey (’09) as

production manager. The set, a simple, gray platform made of crossing
stairs, was designed by Taylor alumnus Ryan Maloney (’13).
Strips of paper containing quotes
from the musical serve as the backdrop of the Recital Hall stage. Junior
scenic artists Kaitlyn Weaver and
Natalie Halleen spent hours creating
these decorations with a handful of
Sharpie markers.
While Lyric Theatre is a part of the
music department, this production
of “Working” represented a collaboration between the theatre and music
departments, with many theatre students crossing over to get involved in
the production. This merging of talent also sets the stage for Taylor’s future crossover Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree in musical theatre.
The rehearsal schedule was dense
and rehearsals were long, but the cast
of “Working” is excited to share the
heartbeat of their show—the hopes,
dreams and insecurities from real
people across the country.
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Sophomore Jenna VanWeelden
plays a stewardess in “Working.”

“I really like how each character
in the show illustrates how they are
more than just their profession,” said
freshman cast member Lauren Vock.
According to Vock, many of the jobs
highlighted in the show aren’t usually considered impressive or admirable, like truck drivers and cleaning
staff. They may not require a college
degree or years of study. However,
that doesn’t take away from the fact
that they are still people with struggles and aspirations. And they all are
proud of what they do.
“Each character may or may not
have wanted the jobs they have right
now, but they needed something to
support themselves and their families,” Duch added. “A plan doesn’t
always go accordingly, but the important part is that they’re alive.”
“Working” will be performed on
Feb. 5 and 6 at 8 p.m. and Feb. 7 at 2
p.m. in the Butz-Carruth Recital Hall.
Tickets are $10.
echo@taylor.edu

From script to screen
Screenwriter Bill Myers
instructs class over J-term

class with tools to craft quality scripts
that glorify God, whether they write
for secular or Christian markets. A
Laura Koenig
few tools the students studied were
the basic structures of scriptwriting,
Staff Writer
business, dialogue and comedy. They
In his youth, he dreamed about be- practiced each tool in class under Mycoming a dentist. But God soon led ers’ guidance.
Hollywood scriptwriter and best-sellThe students began by writing a
ing author Bill Myers to a different ca- rough draft of a script, editing it evreer— film directing. Now, his name eryday after learning new elements of
is on the covers of multiple books and formatting, plot, dialogue, characters
in the credits of TV shows and movies. and humor.
Myers came to share his experiences with a scriptwriting class at Tay“ I don’t care how smart you are
lor this J-term.
or how moral you are, I can
His name became ingrained in
many of our childhood memories
change your outlook on any
through shows like “McGee and Me!”
situation if you watch enough of
and book series such as “The Incredimy stories or anybody’s stories.”
ble Worlds of Wally McDoogle.” Myers
brought his wisdom and experience
to the classroom, teaching students
“Through this step-by-step process,
about the influence of the media, the I found the bare-bones story I had
importance of integrating faith and thrown together on day one could
the tools for creating quality scripts. have more artfulness and meaning
Myers talked about the role that than I had imagined possible,” said
movies, TV shows and books play junior Alexis Colón.
Several students mentioned that
in setting the moral standards in
our culture.
Myers taught them how to make the
“I don’t care how smart you are or dialogue “dance” while constantly
how moral you are, I can change your challenging them to become better.
outlook on any situation if you watch
The scriptwriting class taught Tayenough of my stories or anybody’s lor students the foundational tools
stories,” Myers said.
for scriptwriting while weaving in
Because of the power of the media, the concept of the bigger picture:
Myers recognizes the importance of glorifying God. Myers saw each stubringing the hope and message of Jesus dent improve throughout J-term as
Christ into his work, mostly by show- he used his decades of experience to
ing his audience who God is. He reflects guide them.
this in his teaching and his company,
He recognizes the importance of
Amaris Media, International—a com- artisans and the power they have to
pany which creates motion pictures change a culture.
and media for children and adults.
“I guess that is why I’m not satisfied
“It’s not so much being Evangelical, with my life yet,” Myers said. “I don’t
but letting people see who God real- want to change a life. I want to change
ly is and then letting them make their the whole stinkin’ culture. And you
own decision,” Myers said.
can do it through the media.”
Myers equipped each student in his
echo@taylor.edu
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(Left to right) Senior Chris Hanson, junior Luke Engel, documentary director of photography Kirsten Johnson, juniors
Austin Yoder and Andrew Davis, senior Christina Guglielmon and junior Josh Adams attend a film screening.

Sundance standouts
Favorites from the
Sundance Film Festival

the most wildly bizarre and inventive
films in recent memory. Paul Dano
plays Hank, a man stranded on a desAustin Yoder
ert island who finds a dead body that
may prove to be his last chance for
Contributor
survival. But amidst all the farts and
This past week, I and 10 other Tay- immaturity is a profoundly emotional
lor film students, I attended the 2016 film about life, connection and love.
Sundance Film Festival in Park City,
Utah. Over a period of seven days, I “Holy Hell”
personally saw 18 movies. It was one
First-time director Will Allen
of the most exciting and exhausting takes the audience on a journey
weeks of my entire life. If 18 sounds a through his 22-year stint inside a
bit overwhelming, here are the four cult in this deeply disturbing and
films that I recommend you see when fascinating documentary. Combinthey’re released.
ing mind-blowing archival footage
from the cult with present day inter“Swiss Army Man”
views with past cult members, Allen
Daniel Radcliffe plays a flatulent weaves a twist-filled tale about the
corpse (I know what you’re think- lengths humans will go to find puring and, no, I’m not above making pose in their lives.
a Harry Poot-er reference) in one of

“Life, Animated”
Without a doubt the most joyful
movie I saw at Sundance was this
documentary about a boy with autism who learns to communicate and
understand the world around him
through the power of Disney movies. At times laugh-out-loud funny, at
times a tear-jerker, Owen Suskind’s
story will forever change your perspective on autism, and maybe even
have you digging out VHS copies of
the movies you haven’t seen since you
were a kid.
“The Hollars”
John Krasinski directs and stars in
this family dramedy about a struggling artist who heads home after
his mother is diagnosed with cancer.
The plot may be familiar and dripping with sentiment, but solid performances, sweet moments and perfect
soundtrack set this film apart from
others in its genre.
echo@taylor.edu

OPINIONS

Why can men wear beautiful turquoise shirts
to work, while I’m expected to show up in an
off-white potato sack?
Battle of the sections
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Making coffee, not judgments

How I wrestled with the
Bible and homosexuality
Meredith Sell

Faculty Contributor

When I finished at Taylor in January
2014, I had reached conclusions about
what the Bible said on homosexuality. For entirely unrelated reasons, I
was wrestling with my faith and wondering if I should even call myself a
Christian. A week after graduation, I
moved to New York City to live with
total strangers and work at a parttime, unpaid internship. A month
into my time there, I landed a job at
a café in the heart of Chelsea, Manhattan’s LGBT Mecca.
With my doubts came paranoia—I
didn’t want anyone I worked with
to know I was a Christian, because
I didn’t want to face the inevitable
question: what do you think about
gay people?
During my last semester at Taylor, I’d neglected spending time in

Scripture. Every year prior, I’d risen
early and studied a passage during
breakfast.
In New York, I started digging into
Scripture again, reading it on my
phone on the subway or at the park
before my shift. I wrestled with these
issues not by walking away or reading
commentaries or others’ testimonies,
but by putting my nose in God’s word
and keeping it there. As I did this, God
worked on my heart and drew me
back, and I asked for understanding
concerning homosexuality.
I knew from Scripture that homosexuality is wrong—not only are homosexual acts forbidden in Leviticus
18, they are also condemned specifically in the New Testament. But I
wanted to understand why.
As I looked at Scripture’s earliest
accounts of sin, I realized it’s more
than breaking an arbitrary rule. It’s
misusing something God designed
for a specific purpose. For example,
when you lie, you use your tongue
and voice—which are supposed to

Worship woes

Use not vain repetitions,
as the heathen do . . .
Melissa Schleicher
Contributor

Co-Editors in Chief
Julia Oller
Chris Yingling

be instruments for spreading truth—
to spread what is false.
Similarly, God has a specific design
for our sexual organs. When we misuse them, when we put them in places and situations they don’t belong, we
are defiling what he created for good.
Homosexual acts use the body in a
way God did not intend. And because
our bodies and spirits are not entirely
separate entities—they’re mysteriously linked—what we do with our bodies
directly impacts our hearts.
In the seven months I lived and
worked in New York City, I only shared
this with one person I worked with. It
was one of my last nights there, and
the two of us were at IHOP for dinner.
She said she’d been wondering what
I thought, so I broke it down. When I
finished, she nodded and said, “I can
respect that.”
My conclusion did not negatively
impact interactions with my gay and
lesbian coworkers or our LGBT customers. I wasn’t there to convince
them of a moral stance. I was there to

reinforce the tenets of our faith. Think
about it: you can probably call up the
lyrics of your favorite worship song
quicker than any sermon. Therefore,
poorly written songs can have seriDo you dread the first 15 minutes of ous consequences.
a worship service? You groan (low
Sometimes lyrics are downright
enough that no one hears) as that unbiblical. For example, the sneaky
one song you can’t stand begins— addition of “my” in this Romans 8:28
again—and you’re forced to sing reference: “You make all things work
through 10 repeats.
together for my good.” God works for
That’s every worship service for his good, not necessarily for what we
me. Most of my frustration with mod- think of as good. This problem is all
ern worship music comes from the too common.
songs themselves or the ways they
And of course, each verse and choare performed.
rus gets sung several times. Ever noI consider the lyrics of worship tice how words lose their meaning if
songs to be theology. They teach and you repeat them? Excessive repetition
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Considering crappy clothes
Kathryn Kroeker
Contributor

It’s after hours at the mall. The store
is dark; the only light is from the neon
exit sign. Fabric rustles. In the baby
corner, a fuzzy pink onesie shifts
nervously. Across the aisle, designer
heels shuffle farther into their boxes.
You could cut the tension with a knife.
Silence falls as the store holds its
breath—then the sound of clashing
hangers fills the air.
It’s the boys’ section vs. the girls’
section.
Fortunately for retailers everywhere,
this scenario is purely fictional. Because
if it weren’t, I’m afraid the men’s section
would massacre the women’s. Clothing
inequality is a thing, friends. It rears its
sparkly pink head in stores everywhere.
Whether you go by color or just general
sturdiness, there exists a serious gap between men’s and women’s clothes.
First off: the color thing. Personally,
I prefer not to deck myself out in pastel shades or glittering pink. I know I
can’t be the only one, so why is it so

hard to find women’s clothing in “nongirly” colors? When did the men get
exclusive rights to dark blue or forest
green? And is it possible to contest
that ruling?
The most striking example of color inequality I’ve experienced happened during a quest for formal wear.
I wasn’t looking for anything special—
just some slacks and a nice top for a
conference. What I found was a collection of shapeless, neutral-toned shirts
that practically blended into the wall.
Now, I might have thought that was
just how professional clothing looked,
except that the men’s section sported shirts in all colors of the rainbow!
Why can men wear beautiful turquoise
shirts to work, while I’m expected to
show up in an off-white potato sack?
It is for this reason I often end up
shopping in the men’s department.
Delicate yellow polos and pink Batman T-shirts just aren’t my style. I’d
much rather claim that blue-striped
shirt from (you guessed it) the
men’s section.
Secondly, there’s the sturdiness
of women’s clothes—or rather, the
lack thereof.
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Interacting with coworkers and making coffee shouldn’t involve condemning people.

shine a light by working hard, building genuine relationships and being
human alongside them.
The Bible says we’re to keep ourselves unspotted from the world
( James 1:27) while remaining in it
(John 17:15), not removing ourselves
from society. We shouldn’t be afraid

to declare something right or wrong,
but as Christians, we shouldn’t stumble over the reality that the world is
full of sin. “Christ Jesus came into the
world to save sinners, of whom I am
chief,” Paul wrote in 1 Timothy 1:15.
Through Christ, any sinner can be
redeemed. That’s the whole point.

can take a phrase from the Bible and
completely strip it of power. And if the
lyrics are unbiblical, it’s not only annoying; it’s spiritual brainwashing.
Another problem is an overly optimistic focus. How can I sing about
being completely satisfied and lost in
God’s love when I’m truly broken, angry or struggling to believe at all? We
need to have songs that speak to that
too—the Psalms did. If our songs allowed us to be honest about our brokenness, we might be encouraged to
open up to others and empowered toward change.
Similarly, why focus on only the
love of a God who is also powerful,
just, holy and much more? This overemphasis on love portrays a single
side of an infinite God.
Finally, worship songs are often
self-centered. Why am I singing all about
me? Is God only there to cater to my desires like an all-powerful Alfred?
Even when a worship song is well
written, the performance can ruin
the spiritual experience. I consider
the purpose of corporate worship to
be unity. If the performance detracts
from unity, it should be altered.
One of the most amazing things
about congregational singing is being
able to hear all the voices joining as
one. Deafening music results in isolation instead of togetherness.
Additionally, leaders often choose
keys that fit their voices—and their
voices only. Nobody else is able to
sing comfortably, so they resort to
singing uncomfortably, attempting

harmonies that may not work or stopping singing entirely.
Revamped classics also detract
from unity. Through an attempt to
make older songs “more accessible”
to the modern generation, what usually happens is that people get confused by the difference. Everyone
would be more edified by singing
the song as is—not to mention that
sometimes the changes made actually go against the the original meaning
of the song.
Lastly, some songs are not meant
for congregational singing. Due to
their range, rhythm or melody, some
songs are better suited for soloists.
The purpose of leading worship is
not to be a rock star—it is to serve.
Musicians help the congregation
stay together and learn the melodies. So when musicians improvise
or go off on riffs, it distracts from
the words and confuses the congregation. I’m not there for a show; I’m
there for Jesus.
Musical worship should connect us
to our spiritual family, lift up heavy
hearts and teach us about God. But
more often than not, services do not
allow for any of this. The good news
is that many solutions to these problems are simple and can be implemented immediately. Some are more
difficult and will require more time.
However, as we grow in Christ, I believe we can learn to be makers of
theologically sound music as we work
toward unity with one another—even
in our music.

I get that women are supposed to
be delicate and all, but is this really a good idea? I’ve picked up shirts
I’m afraid my finger will go through
if I move suddenly. I can only assume
that we’re expected to layer—that way,
hopefully the inevitable rip won’t make
it through the sheer mass of fabric.
We women have to be constantly aware of our clothing so we avoid
damaging it. An ill-advised action could easily result in a wrinkle, tear or the dreaded hole. (And
good luck trying to patch something
that flimsy.)
This is why I truly envy men. They

don’t have to worry about putting a
permanent crease in their shirt if they
sit funny. One of the nicest shirts I own
is a plaid button-down from the men’s
half of American Eagle. I’d have to seriously try to put a rip in that thing.
So there you have it, friends—the
greatest unfought war in retail history. It seems our only option is to raid
the enemy section for colorful, sturdy clothing. However, a word of caution as you take your spoils home: be
sure to store your girly garments safely away. Otherwise you may return to
a pile of twisted hangers and tattered
pink fabric come morning.

Photograph provided by Google Images

Women’s clothes offer flimsy materials and little variety.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
liz_syson@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.

TROJAN NATION

“We had a tremendous shooting performance
which included good ball movement and sharing
the basketball.”
Trojans tame Cougars
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PREVIEW

Men’s Basketball
Schedule

2/6 Mount Vernon Nazarene (A) 3:00 P.M.
2/9 Indiana Wesleyan (A) 7:00 P.M.
_______________________________________

Men’s Track & Field
Schedule

2/6 Indiana Wesleyan Invitational (N) 11:00 A.M.

Women’s Basketball
Schedule

2/6 Mount Vernon Nazarene 1:00 P.M.
2/10 Indiana Wesleyan 7:00 P.M.
_______________________________________

Women’s Track & Field
Schedule

2/6 Indiana Wesleyan Invitational (N) 11:00 A.M.

The Echo Sports
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Freshman Jake Heggeland takes off for a dunk against Spring Arbor.

Trojans tame Cougars
Men’s basketball secures
a crucial conference
win over Spring Arbor

Spring Arbor struggled to sink
their shots early in the game. However, they managed to keep the score
within reach until the end of the first
Lincoln Reed
half after Taylor recorded nine unanswered points within the final minCo-Sports Editor
utes of the first half to set the score
The Taylor men’s basketball team at 27–20.
The Trojans dominated the first
edged a 64–60 win over Spring Arbor during Tuesday night’s confer- five minutes of the second half when
ence matchup.
junior Lane Vander Hulst drained a
The Trojans gained an early lead three-pointer to set the score at 41–
when freshmen Jake Heggeland and 31. The Cougars, however, refused
Evan Crowe scored a combined sev- to quit and capitalized on Taylor
en points to give Taylor a 7–6 lead in errors and turnovers. Spring Arbor
pecked away at the scoreboard with
the first four minutes of play.
a string of three-point shots until
they gained a 50–54 lead with 6:21
left in the second half.
“We had a stretch there in the
second half where we were turning the ball over pretty errantly,
unforced,” said Taylor head coach
Josh Andrews. “The majority of
the game, they had a hard time

“We want to
tighten up our
defense (and) take
away the opposing
team’s strengths.”

Taylor up
to scratch
Coach Kelly Packard
earns 100th career win
Landry Long
Co-Sports Editor

Behind an early charge and a hot
shooting night, the Taylor women’s
basketball team came away from
Spring Arbor with a commanding
74–61 victory over the Cougars. The
team also reached an impressive
milestone coming from head coach,
Kelly Packard, who won her 100th career game.
“I thought that we executed our
game plan well,” said sophomore
Cassidy Wyse. “We came out with
a lot of energy, which allowed us to
get an early lead. We shot really well
throughout the game and stepped up
when we needed to.”
The Trojans saw double-digit
figures from multiple players, including Wyse, freshman Kendall
Bradbury, sophomore Josie Cobb,

and freshman Aubrey Wright.
Bradbury led the team with a
game-high 20 points and grabbed
5 rebounds. Cobb sank 12 points
while Wright contributed 11 points.
Wyse had a strong comeback performance with 13 points, five assists and seven rebounds after being
sidelined two games with an injury.
The Trojans shot a combined 52.8
percent from the floor and 50 percent from the three-point line. Taylor’s defense held the Cougars to
only 31.7 percent shooting.
Along with a stellar shooting
night, Packard was pleased with her
team’s unselfish play and strong defensive effort.
“We had a tremendous shooting
performance which included good
ball movement and sharing the basketball,” Packard said. “Our zone
defense was also highly effective
through three quarters.”
Packard also acknowledged that
despite a solid overall performance,

Subscribe to The Echo
The Echo is a weekly newspaper with news, editorials, photographs,
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making shots, and they got hot in
that stretch, and we missed a couple of assignments.”
Taylor rallied on a three-point
shot from Vander Hulst to lower the
deficit to 53–54 with 5:03 left to play.
Spring Arbor increased their lead to
53–56 with a two-point shot.
Senior guard Shakir Dunning responded by sinking a two-point shot
and forcing a turnover that allowed
senior Kyle Stidom to give Taylor
the lead at 57–56. Stidom and Crowe
combined for six points to increase
the Trojans’ lead to 63–60 with 24
seconds left in the game.
A Spring Arbor personal foul on
Taylor sophomore Vivian Aiken led
to a free throw that sealed a 64-60
victory for the Trojans.
Stidom’s performance earned him
a team high of 25 points in Tuesday’s
game along with four assists.
“He is attacking the rim really well,”
Andrews said. “He had some nice

passes last night (and) when we needed him down the stretch he came up
big and finished well.”
Taylor’s defense held Spring Arbor to a 35.4 shooting percentage
and forced 10 turnovers. Vander
Hulst scored a total of 12 points
and snatched seven rebounds.
Heggeland racked up 10 points,
including a dunk, while Crowe
scored eight and Dunning recorded six. Aiken acquired seven rebounds and had a commanding
dunk in Tuesday’s performance.
Tuesday night’s win moves Taylor’s record to 11–14 overall and 5–8
in the Crossroads League. Moving forward, the Trojans look to
strengthen their defense and improve their offensive play.
“We want to tighten up our defense
(and) take away the opposing team’s
strengths,” Stidom said. “That’s a big
thing—make them do things they aren’t comfortable with. Offensively we

want to make teams guard us, make
them guard all our actions, respect
every player on the floor.”

“He had some
nice passes last
night (and) when
we needed him
down the stretch
he came up big
and finished well.”
Taylor takes the court again on
Saturday when the Trojans travel
to Ohio to face the Mount Vernon
Nazarene Cougars. Mount Vernon
stands at 3–9 in the Crossroads
League behind Taylor. A win Saturday will prove crucial for the Trojans moving toward the conference
tournament. Tip-off is at 3 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

the team’s late game concentration
still needs improvement.
In the final quarter of play, the
Cougars poured in four three-pointers, resulting in a 22–7 run that cut
the Trojans’ lead to 12 with 1:25 remaining in the game.
As the season edges to an end,
Wyse wants to make sure the team
finishes the right way. The Trojans
are focused on going out on a positive note, and providing a good final
experience for the seniors.
“This season has been filled with
a lot of ups and downs, but the relationships that have been built on
and off the court make it all worth
it,” Wyse said. “We are looking forPhotograph by Fayth Glock
ward to finishing the year strong,
Sophomore
Cassidy
Wyse
registered
13
points
and
five
assists
against
the
Cougars.
and making the last few games
The Trojans’ next tip off against on Saturday. Basketball begins at 1 p.m.
count for our two seniors, Taylor
(Degenkolb) and Emma (Brattain).” Mount Vernon Nazarene is at home
echo@taylor.edu
Athlete of the Week

Kendall Bradbury
Year

Freshman

Hometown

Highlands Ranch, Colorado

Position

Forward

Favorite quote

“Be more concerned with your character than
with your reputation. Your character is what you
really are while your reputation is merely what
others think you are.” -John Wooden

Funniest teammate

Lacey Garrett

Favorite pump up song

“Stop the World & Melt with You” by Simple
Minds . . . or anything ’80s really
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